
Digital Services Committee Minutes 
Tuesday November 17, 2015 - 9:30 am at Bernards Township Library 
Present: Diane Alimena (PEQ), MaryLynn Becza (MMT), Lyn Begraft (MTO), Phillip Berg (MAIN), Tom Brooks 
(MTWP), Cassidy Charles (MAD), Mitch Greenberg (MCL), Lesley Karczewski (CHS), Cinthia Levy (MCL),Marina 

Maffia (FLO), Rachel Pekar (MON), Bridget Polanin (MNB), Will Porter (ROX),Amy Puskas (WIP), Karen Vaias (BER) 
 
COLLECTION HQ 
Phil arranged a webinar with Brendan Pearce, the Business Development Manager at CHQ. He gave us a 
background on CHQ history and use then gave a presentation highlighting the following points. 
A library ILS system is used to report and CHQ uses those reports to improve your library collection. 
CHQ will query the ILS daily, weekly or monthly. This data allows CHQ to provide information for selection, 
management and promotion of a library collection.  CHQ will also help formulate a spending plan providing 
guidelines for spending based on library collection parameters. CHQ is able to look at the BISAC categories 
within the collection and can provide trends in use. The Discovery aspect of CHQ will look at subject areas and 
report most popular items you own and also suggest popular items you do not own. It can indicate if you are 
overstocked or understocked in an area. CHQ links with TS360 to facilitate ordering.  CHQ will monitor your 
holds. CHQ will also generate “dead” and “grubby” books reports. There is a scheduling component which will 
email selected individuals when they should be running a report or completing a task. CHQ summarizes their 
benefits as saving staff time, saving money by using your budget dollars wisely (evidence based selection 
planning) and increasing circulation.  After the presentation the committee discussion questioned if some 
information may be available in Polaris Simply Reports and if all MAIN libraries would actually choose to use 
the CHQ product.  Phil indicated costs for CHQ would run 10K for setup and 30K for yearly fees although he 
believes there is a lot of room for negotiation. Committee members who have used this product were very 
enthusiastic about it.  
Final actions are to have Phil discover the real cost of CHQ and to see what training is available for Simply 
Reports. 
ZINIO 
Mary Lynn had emailed ZINO use statistics for MAIN from January to the end of September.  She reported on 
some additional magazines which had pulled out of Zinio and there was discussion on what magazines should 
be picked up to replace them.  The dropped magazines would allow for an additional $1469.00 of 
subscriptions and we have been granted up to an additional $2000 from MAIN. It was decided to add the 
following magazines. Hello, Soap Opera Digest,  Fast Company, Inc., Entrepreneur, The Week, India Today, 
Wine Spectator, Guideposts, Country Garden, Writer’s Digest, Motor Trends.  Mary Lynn will also look into 
some Spanish language and Chinese subject area magazines. We are dropping Seventeen because of low use. 
Lesley reported that she had rearranged our landing page to be more enticing. It was also noted that the app 
is improving and you now are able to delete back issues from your device. 
Traveling Road Show 
Lesley reported that 9 committee members had volunteered for working on the Traveling Road Show. Karen 
had prepared a powerpoint intro that could be used but it was decided that the 9 members who will work on 
the TRS will meet separately as a subcommittee.   
MAIN Database/Digital subscriptions 
Lesley emailed a spreadsheet indicating Database/Digital subscriptions in all MAIN libraries (except one). 
 
Next Meeting  
Tuesday December 22, 2015 9:30 am at MCL 
Respectfully submitted, 
Diane Alimena 


